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An introduction to the two-day intensive
This is the course to attend if you
want a structured approach to
improving efficiency and driving
competitiveness by using technology
better in your organisation.
The Digital Champion’s framework
provides a systematic way for
anyone (not just IT people) to
continuously identify, prioritise, and
implement business improvement
opportunities. In this insanely
practical two-day program, you will
not only learn the framework and a
suite of simple tools for use back in
your organisation, you will leave with
a real world, value-adding project to
complete over the next couple of
months.

successfully meet the requirements of
the two-day program you will also
qualify for certification as a Level I
Digital Champion.
The program is run by Simon Waller
and his team of coaches who have
years of experience in supporting
organisations to develop their digital
champions. All the coaches
understand that their number one
priority is to ensure your success and
they will do whatever they can to
help you achieve it.

Following the two days you will also
have access to two, two-hour
(virtual) group coaching sessions
delivered one month and two months
after the end of the program. These
coaching sessions are ideal for
answering questions and getting
refreshing ideas from the program as
you take your improvement projects
through to completion. If you
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Program outcomes
Over the course of the program you
will learn

DAY 2: Investigation &
Implementation

DAY 1: Identification & Prioritisation

• The nine questions approach to
rigorously investigating your
projects

• The guiding principles and beliefs
that underpin the role of a digital
champion
• How to implement the digital
champion’s approach inside your
organisation
• Who are your stakeholders and how
their needs are different?
• How to use process mapping to
engage stakeholders and identify
possible improvements
• A simple easy way to prioritise
opportunities
• How to structure and use a project
board to create a continuous flow of
improvements
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• How to identify, filter and test
possible technology solutions
• A simple, no-nonsense approach to
building a powerful business case
• How to implement projects in a way
that minimises risks and maximises
returns
In addition, it is expected that, over
the course of the two days, each
participant will have identified and
started work on a project worth
$10,000+ to take away and
implement over the next three
months.
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Who is this for?
This course is suitable for any
organisation looking for a simple yet
rigorous approach to using
technology better. When thinking
about who to send along our
recommendations are
Send two people, not just one
Digital Champions work best in pairs.
Two people can provide each other
with the internal motivation, help and
support to complete improvement
projects.
Operational as well as technological
people
If you’re going to send two people we
recommend that at least one come
from an operational background.
Operations is where problems worth
fixing will be found. Finding the right
problems is a much better indicator
of value than finding good solutions
(and then trying to retrofit the
problem later).

framework is that people can do it
part time, alongside their regular
work.
Generosity, Curiosity and Laziness
The three characteristics used to
describe most digital champions is
Generosity (they like to engage with
and help others), Curiosity (they are
interested in new ideas and new
things) and Laziness (not to be
confused with Disengaged, Laziness
is not wanting to do things that could
be simplified, automated or made
redundant).
No prior experience required
You don’t need to be an expert in
technology to succeed with this
approach (though a general interest
in technology will definitely help you
stay motivated along the way).

It’s OK if they already have a day job
It’s not expected that being a digital
champion is a full time role. In fact, a
key benefit of the Digital Champion’s
digitalchampionsclub.com.au
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Program details
Time commitment

Program cost

The program runs from 9:00am to 5:00pm
on each of the two days . In addition, there
will be two, two-hour group coaching
sessions run approximately one month and
two months after the initial training. To
complete their initial projects and meet the
requirements of certification it is
envisioned that participants will need to
commit a further two hours each week
over the next three months.

The cost of the program is $1,995 (inc GST)
for individuals and $2,995 (inc GST) for
groups of two. Online only attendance is
$1995 (inc GST) for two.

Attendance

This program can also be run in-house for
larger organisations. Once again, please
get in touch via hello@simonwaller.com.au
if you’d like to discuss in-house options.

The program is delivered with both a face
to face and online option. Online
participants will be supported by a
facilitator and will also have the
opportunity to participate in group
discussions. However, it is our belief that
face to face training provides a richer and
more focused learning experience than
online and we recommend that
participants attend the program in person
wherever possible.
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If you’d like to send more than two people
along to the program please get in touch
via hello@simonwaller.com.au to access
a group discount).
Other delivery options
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About the Digital Champions Club
Digital champions are like business
improvement experts but with a
specific focus on technology. They
are the people in your organisation
who understand the business needs
first and the technology second. They
help organisations improve
productivity, quality and
effectiveness by identifying the right
opportunities to pursue and
implementing simple technology
solutions.
The Digital Champions Club was
founded in 2015 to develop these
internal change agents inside small
and medium sized organisations and
to help them identify new technology
improvement opportunities.
The Digital Champions Club provides
a systematic approach that supports
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digital champions to deliver
outcomes faster, with greater rigour
and less risk. Through a combination
of expert coaching and peer-to-peer
learning, digital champions learn how
to identify and investigate potential
digital solutions and then work with
stakeholders across their
organisation to deliver technology
improvements that make a
difference.
The premise of the Digital Champions
Club is simple:
Two digital champions from an
organisation, committing two hours
each per week will deliver six to eight
projects in a year with a value of
$200,000+ per annum back to the
business
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Kate Fuelling

Simon Waller

Gabe Alves

Coach

Founder / Coach

Coach

Coaches
The coaching team is headed by the
program’s founder Simon Waller.
Simon is the Author of The Digital
Champion: Connecting the Dots
Between People, Work and
Technology. With a background in
business improvement and strategy
development, Simon has helped
countless organisations across a
multitude of industries improve the
success of their digital transformation
initiatives.
Simon is supported by two additional
coaches, Kate Fuelling and Gabe Alves.
Kate is an information management
expert with extensive experience of
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Microsoft Office 365. She loves working
with Not For Profits and Government
organisations and is also the author of
Digital by Design, a guide for small
organisations on how to get the most out
of their information, processes and
technology.
Gabe is an experienced IT professional,
having spent 20 years delivering
innovative solutions in risk averse
environments. He is also the founder of his
own startup (trackmysubs.com)
and he gets a real buzz out of delivering
projects that other people don’t think are
possible.
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hello@simonwaller.com.au
digitalchampionsclub.com.au
1300 66 55 85

